
The stressors experienced by haemodialysis patients as 
examined by past research can largely be classied into 
physical stressors, psychosocial stressors and stressors 
related to dialysis treatment issues. Most researchers used 
quantitative methods to assess stress among haemodialysis 
patients. In more recent literature qualitative methods were 

(2-4)used for assessment of stress .The most common physical 
stressors reported by patients include, fatigue, inability to 
sleep, peripheral neuropathy, dry skin, itching, loss of appetite 

(2-9)and bone and joint pain . Almost 50% patients seem to be 
(6;10)bothered by physical symptoms . Gurklis and Menke 

assessed stressors among 68 haemodialysis patients using 
Haemodialysis Stressor Scale. Findings of this study 
concluded that physiological stressors were more 
troublesome than psychosocial stressors (t = 10.85, p 

(11)<0.0001) in patients receiving haemodialysis (HD) . 

Psychological stressors reported by haemodialysis patients' 
were feeling depressed and anxious, helplessness, fear, 
uncertainty about prognosis and an overwhelming sense of 
disempowerment relating to dependency on dialysis 

(2-4;12)treatment and a sense of abandonment . Social stressors 
reported include, disruption of social and family life, feelings 
of being burden on family, and nancial problems. The 
stressors related to dialysis treatment issues include, diet and 
uid restriction, waiting time and clinic scheduling, 
transportation problems, length of dialysis treatment, 
perceived lack of information about the dialysis treatment, 

(2;3;7;13)self-care issues and vacation limitation .Among the 
reviewed studies that used qualitative methods seem to be 
more efcient in identifying psychological, social and 
treatment related stressors. 

Haemodialysis patients' experience more stress as compared 
(14;15)to patients'on peritoneal dialysis (p<0.001) . This could be 

because of better patient preparation and more control over 
the treatment strategy that peritoneal dialysis (PD) patients 
have. Many hospitals in India too have well organized patient 
teaching and counselling programs for PD patients. But there 
is a lack of such organised programs meant for patients who 
choose to undergo haemodialysis. One study which 
at tempted to assess overal l  react ions related to 
haemodialysis treatment reported that 73.4% patients were 
negative about the treatment 13.3%were indifferent and 

(16)13.3% were positive . Although the sample size for this study 
was small it gives insight about patient attitudes towards the 
Haemodialysis treatment. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING STRESS 
Several factors have been found to be associated with or 

inuencing the stress experienced by haemodialysis patients. 
Younger patients were found to have more stress as compared 

(17)to their older counterparts . This may be because the 
younger patients perceive more consequences related to 
being an end stage renal disease (ESRD) patient as 
compared to older patients. Perception of more symptoms, 
more consequences and lower control are found to be 

(18)associated with lower wellbeing . Age was also found to be 
positively correlated with physical symptoms, dependency on 

(19)medical staff and blood vessel problems . Studies which 
associated gender with experience of stress reported that 
male patients reported worse effects of dialysis on family life, 

(8)social life, energy and appetite . Men were also found have 
higher scores in stress related to reproductive system 

(19)functioning . Women reported more helplessness and more 
(12)intense experience of fear or horror than men .Women also 

have higher stress scores in physical symptoms and blood 
(19)vessel problem than men . 

Studies report contradictory ndings regarding association of 
stress and education level of the patient. While Eissa et al. 
Reported that lower levels of education was associated with 
worse dialysis effects on stress, overall health, sexual life, 
hobbies and exercise ability, another study reported that more 

(8;13)educated patients had signicantly higher levels of stress . 
It is however logical to assume that education may improve 
patients ability to understand about the disease and 
treatment in a better manner and hence may help to reduce 
patients experience of stress. Studies also report that the 

(2;13)stress becomes worse as the disease progresses . 

IMPACT OF STRESS 
A higher level of stress has been found to have numerous 
adverse effects. Higher level of perceived stress is associated 

(10)with worse depressive symptoms (odds ratio=1.20) . There is 
extensive scientic data available about higher prevalence of 

(20;21)depression among ESRD patients . Stress has also been 
found to have signicant association with high prevalence of 
other mental disorders among haemodialysis patients. 
Disorders l ike anxiety,  hypochondriasis,  hysteria, 
schizophrenia were observed more in haemodialysis patients 

(22)than their normal population (p<0.05) . Prevalence of post-
traumatic stress disorder with regard to haemodialysis as a 

(12)potential traumatic event was reported as 10.4% . Patients 
who experience more stress tend to use ineffective coping 

(19)strategies like emotion oriented coping and avoidance . This 
may predispose the patient to more psychological and 
psychiatric problems. 
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An individual's perception or experience of a major change may initiate stress response. The stimuli 
preceding or precipitating the change are called Stressors(1). Excessive stress can threaten the way a 

person normally perceives reality, solves problems, and thinks in general and a person's relationships and sense of 
belongingness. Stress can also threaten a person's general outlook on life and health status(1).Several studies have attempted 
to assess the stress and stressors experienced by haemodialysis patients. Researchers have used quantitative as well as 
qualitative measures to assess stress in past. Since stress is a subjective experience qualitative research methodology is better 
suited to assess the concept of stress. The literature information presented  in this review article attempts to present information 
regarding the stressors identied, factors associated with or inuencing stress response and the impact of stress on 
haemodialysis' patients as identied by the past research studies. 
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Patient compliance to therapeutic regimen may be adversely 
affected when patients 'fail to cope adequately with stressors. 
A study by Madeiro et al. reported transportation problems, 
pain caused by venepuncture, nancial problems and 
knowledge decit as major difculties in adhering to the 

(16)treatment regimen . 
 
The incidence of sexual dysfunction among haemodialysis 
patients has been reported to be 9% and before the initiation 
of haemodialysis it has been found to increase up to 60-70% 
due to increased stress, depression, anxiety and several other 

(23)factors . One study reported that prevalence of erectile 
dysfunction of any degree was as high as 80.7% with 86.6% 

(24)patients' aged more than 50 years . Sexual dysfunction in 
itself could be another stressor experienced by these patients 
which often remains unexpressed. 
 
Physical stressors experienced by patients on haemodialysis 
were found to be directly correlated with impaired quality of 

(6)life . A qualitative study that sought to understand reasons 
for dialysis abetment found that patients'desire of not to 
burden others and personal experience of deteriorating 
quality of life were crucial elements to decision to stop 

(4)haemodialysis . 

Studies also report higher incidence of suicidal attempts 
among haemodialysis patients than the general population 
(25;26) (26). Suicidal ideation was found in 21.5% in a recent study . 
Depression and anxiety were robust indicators of suicidal 

(26)ideation . A study which assessed mortality rates among 
haemodialysis patients during rst year of treatment found 

(27)that mortality rate was as high as 8.5% .The researchers 
could not nd any biochemical association for the higher 
mortality rates during rst year of dialysis treatment and 
suggested that it could be due to higher levels of stress 
experienced by patients. They further added that information 
and counselling of patients could probably help reduce stress 
among these patients (27). 
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